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to know the history and path that has led to how Koreans think today Dr Alford s analysis digs deep into the Korean 
psyche to help the reader understand more fully how and why modern Koreans think about themselves and the world 
beyond their borders His insights from the research particularly in defining an In this investigation of the 
contemporary notion of evil C Fred Alford asks what we can learn about this concept and about ourselves by 
examining a society where it is unknown where language contains no word that equates to the English term evil Does 
such a society look upon human nature more benignly Do its members view the world through rose colored glasses 
Korea offers a fascinating starting point and Alford begins his search for answers there In conversat I highly 
recommend Think No Evil for anyone with a taste for the study of culture religion philosophy or an interest in the state 
of mind of post IMF Korea today Dr Alford s expertise in Western and Eastern philosophy is obvious but the real 
surpris 
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